The Simulated Kalman Filter (SKF) algorithm is a newly introduced optimization algorithm inspired by the estimation capabilities of Kalman filter. In this paper, a population based metaheuristic algorithm named Simulated Kalman Filter with Modified Measurement (SKFMM) is proposed for adaptive beamforming application. SKFMM is compared with the existing SKF and OBSKF algorithms for adaptive beamforming. The experimental results show that the SKFMM algorithm can produce better mean Signal to Interference Plus Noise Ratio (SINR) values compared to the current SKF and OBSKF algorithms for adaptive beamforming application, producing statistically significant results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple users in wireless signal communication lead to increasing signal interference. This problem can be reduced with the use of adaptive array antenna [1] . An adaptive array antenna uses adaptive beamforming technique to steer the radiation pattern by placing the main beam towards the desired signal and placing nulls at the interference signal and thus, producing a higher signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR). The placement of the main beam and nulls are determined by finding suitable weights for individual elements in an array. One of the ways to find suitable weights for adaptive beamforming application is using optimization algorithms. Over the years, many optimization algorithms have been introduced to adaptive beamforming application [1] - [8] . These algorithms are used to find the best combination of array weights which give the maximum signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR).
Often, the performance of the optimization algorithms in searching the best combination weights is unsatisfactory, thus, leading to a much lower SINR values and unsatisfactory radiation patterns. One of the main causes for low performance in optimization algorithms is premature convergence. Premature convergence has been shown in the literature to be the main cause for unsatisfactory performance in benchmarking and in beamforming application [1] , [6] , [7] . Improvements done to the optimization algorithm is shown to improve the performance in benchmarking and in adaptive beamforming application [1] , [6] , [7] .
Simulated Kalman Filter (SKF) is a recent metaheuristic algorithm inspired by the estimation capabilities of Kalman Filter [9] . The SKF algorithm has been applied to adaptive beamforming problem [10] and found to perform better than the existing algorithm Adaptive Mutated Boolean Particle Swarm Optimization [2] . Furthermore, variation of the SKF algorithm which promote extra exploration, named Opposition-Based SKF [11] , has also been applied to the adaptive beamforming application and is found to be better than the SKF algorithm for adaptive beamforming [12] .
To further improve the SKF performance in adaptive beamforming, a new optimization algorithm named SKF with Modified Measurement (SKFMM) is introduced. The measurement-update in SKF contributes mostly to the exploration and exploitation of the SKF algorithm. The purpose of modification to the measurement-update is to promote more exploration to find better solution.
The SKFMM algorithm is applied to adaptive beamforming application and compared with the existing SKF and OBSKF for adaptive beamforming. Statistical analysis is also performed to evaluate the significance of the results.
II. SIMULATED KALMAN FILTER
Considering as the number of iteration and is the number of agents, the estimated solution of an optimization problem for th agent at time , ( ), is defined as
where is the estimated state of the th agent in the th dimension with representing the maximum number of dimensions.
SKF begins with random initialization of agents, (0), within the search space. The error covariance estimate, (0), the process noise, , and the measurement noise, , are defined at the initial stage.
Iteration begins with the calculation of the fitness of th agent, ( ( )). The ( ) is updated based on the type of problem. For minimization problem,
whereas, for maximization problem,
After that, will be updated when better solution is found ( ( ) < for minimization problem, or ( ) > for maximization problem). In prediction, the following time-update equations ( | + 1) = ( ) ( 4 ) ( | + 1) = ( ) + ( 5 ) are used to make prediction for the state and error covariance estimates given the a priori estimates. Next is the measurement process which acts as a feedback to the estimation process. In measurement process, the following equation is used to simulate measurement for each agent:
After measurement, the estimation process is executed. In estimation process, Kalman gain, ( ) , is computed as follows:
After that, the measurement-update equations are used to improve the a posteriori estimates from the a priori estimates.
( + 1) = ( | + 1)
Through the feedback from the measured value and the influence of the Kalman gain, ( ), each agent updates an estimate of the optimum for that corresponding iteration.
III. SIMULATED KALMAN FILTER WITH MODIFIED MEASUREMENT
The convergence of SKF is dependent on the measurement update, Z , At the beginning of the optimization process, during exploration, the difference between the best-so-far solution, , and the predicted state estimate, ( | + 1) is larger, therefore, making the difference between the measured value, ( ) , and the predicted state estimate, ( | + 1) larger. The large difference in value helps promote exploration. As the iteration progresses, the difference between the measured value, ( ), and the predicted state estimate, ( | + 1) reduces and promotes exploitation.
The problem with SKF is that the difference between the measured value, ( ) , and the predicted state estimate, ( | + 1) tends to reduce fast and, thus, reducing the time needed for SKF to explore the search space, to find a better solution. This can sometimes cause SKF to converge prematurely at local optimum. Furthermore, towards the end of the iteration, the difference of value between the measured value, ( ) , and the predicted state estimate, ( | + 1), becomes very small (close to zero), promoting almost no exploration at the end of the optimization process. For some optimization algorithm, it is desirable to maintain a good balance between the exploration and exploitation, to achieve good performance [1] . However, research have shown that maintaining some exploration capabilities until the end of the optimization process can improve the optimization algorithm performance [13] .
The modified measurement equation is represented as ( ) = ( | + 1)
where ( ) represents the best-so-far value for every agent. The new estimation equation is represented as 
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The new element, sin ( × 2 ) × ( | + 1) − in (10), helps to increase the error of the measurement-update, thus, increasing the differences between the modified measurement, ( ) , and the predicted state, ( | + 1) in the estimation process. In an iteration, the difference between the modified measurement and the predicted state estimates for each agent can either be positively large or positively small, or negatively large or negatively small, stochastically dependent on both the sin ( × 2 ) in (10) . The flowchart of SKFMM is as shown in Fig. 1 .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
This experiment is designed based on previously published work [2] , [10] , [12] . A linear array antenna with 10 isotropic elements was used in this work. The distance between elements is set to 0.5 with operating frequency set to 2.4 GHz. The angle of arrival for the desired signal, = 30° and the interference angle, ∈ {−70°, −40°, −30°, −10°, 0°, 10°, 50°, 70° }. The SKFMM algorithm is applied to adaptive beamforming and compared with previously published work; SKF [10] , and OBSKF [12] . The parameters used for SKF, OBSKF and, SKFMM is as shown in Table I. V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Fig. 2 shows the radiation pattern for the signal to noise ratio, = 30 . Table II shows the comparison of null depths at the direction of the interference angle where the bolded values represents the deepest nulls. Overall, SKFMM performs better than SKF and OBSKF, producing deeper nulls for most of the interference angles. Table III shows the signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) results of best, worst, mean and standard deviation values of SKF [10] , OBSKF [12] and SKFMM for the various signal to noise ratio (SNR) inputs after 100 runs.
The results show that SKFMM can outperform both the existing methods, SKF and OBSKF, producing higher mean SINR values. SKFMM algorithm is also shown to be the most stable algorithm, producing much lower standard deviation values. The modified measurement in SKFMM is proven to improve the stability and maintains its high mean SINR compared to SKF algorithm for adaptive beamforming application.
Based on the mean result for SKF, OBSKF, and SKFMM in Table III , statistical analysis is performed using Wilcoxon Signed Ranked Test. Table IV shows the sum of ranks where SKF of OBSKF outperforms SKFMM, and sum of ranks where SKFMM outperforms SKF or OBSKF, . The test statistic, , value is the smallest value between and . The null hypothesis states that the algorithms compared are equals with no significant difference. In Wilcoxon signed ranked test, the null hypothesis is rejected when the test statistic, is less than the critical value, . At = 0.05 and number of test inputs, = 17, the critical value, = 35 . For SKFMM vs SKF, the test statistic, = 2, is less than the critical value, , therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected and there is a significant difference between SKF and SKFMM. For SKFMM vs OBSKF, the test statistic, = 15, is less than the critical value, , therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected and there is significant difference between OBSKF and SKFMM.
VI. CONCLUSION
Since SKFMM is a new optimization algorithm, the SKFMM is tested with CEC2014 benchmark and the results prove that SKFMM can mostly produce lower mean fitness values compared to SKF. There are some benchmark functions where the original SKF algorithm is still much better that the SKFMM in CEC2014 benchmark, however, for adaptive beamforming application, the SKFMM performed better than the SKF and OBSKF algorithms, producing much higher mean SINR values. The SKFMM algorithm is also shown to be very stable, producing much lower standard deviation values compared to SKF and OBSKF for adaptive beamforming application. 
